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AN INTEGRAL EQUATION OF THE VOLTERRA TYPE.* 

BY T. H. GRONWALL. 

1. Consider the integral equation 

( O(X, y) = f(x, y) + fA(x, y, s)op(s, y)ds + fB(x, y, t)op(x, t)dt 

+J ds C c(x y, s t)ep (s, t) dt, 

where the given functions f, A, B and C are bounded and have their dis- 
continuities regularly distributed in the region 

0 -_c:is _-Ex _-:Ea, 0 t y _by 
or briefly, in the rectangle (a, b). Let the constants F and M be chosen 
so that, in the rectangle (a, b), 

(2) f(x, y) F, A(x, y, s) l M, B(x, y, t)c M 

I C(x, y, s,t) I -AcM2. 
The usual methodt of showing that there exists one and only one solu- 

tion op(x, y) of (1) which is bounded in the rectangle (a, b), consists in sub- 
dividing this rectangle into smaller ones with sides a and f3 parallel to the 
x- and y-axis respectively; if a and $ satisfy the condition 

Ma + MO + M2CaO < 1, 
the method of successive approximations converges in the rectangle 
(a, I), and the solution obtained is then successively extended to, adjacent 
rectangles by a process of continuation. It is the purpose of the present 
note to establish directly the existence and uniqueness of the bounded 
solution op(x, y) in the entire rectangle (a, b). 

Introducing an arbitrary parameter X, we replace equation (1) by 

(o(X, y) = f(x, y) + X A (x, y, s) sp(s, y)ds + B(x, y, t) o(px, t)dt 
(3) 

+ X2 dsj C(x, y, s, t) p(s, t)dt, 
which reduces to (1) for X = 1.1 

* Read before the American Mathematical Society, Jan. 1, 1915. 
t See for instance, T. Lalesco, Introduction a la thdorie des 6quations int6grales (Paris, 

Hermann, 1912) pp. 14-15. 
: In the usual method, the double integral is multiplied by X instead of X2. 
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120 T. H. GRONWALL. 

Assuming for sp(x, y) a uniformly convergent expansion 
0c 

(4) ( (X, Y) = E 4(X y) X, 
n=o 

introducing this in (3) and comparing coefficients of equal powers of X, 
we obtain 

(Po(X, y) = f(x, y), 

(p (x, y) = J'A(x, y, s)(po(s, y)ds + JB(x, y, t)q'o(x, t)dt, 

(5) O , 

(n(X Y) = IA(x, y, S)ipn-1(8, y)ds +J B(x, y, t)(cpn'l(x, t)dt 
a/0 so~~~~ 

o 

+ J dsJ C(x, y, s, t)(Pn-2(82 t)dt, (n _ 2). 

From (2) and (5) we obtain 
I so(x, y) c F. 

I(pi(x,y)I FM ds + FM dtF3 +y) 

so that the relation 

(6) ( n(x, y) F * (3M)n(x + y)n 

holds for n = 0 and n = 1. Supposing (6) proved for values of the sub- 
script up to n - 1, the last equation in (5) gives 

sP (x y) n F. 3iM![f(x + y)n-'ds +J (x + t)n-ldtl 

+F (n3--2Mn dsj (s + t)n2d 

and from the obvious inequalities 

J( yS+ )n-lds -( (x+y)n-yn _____n 

C (x + t n-1dt - (x+y)n-xn (X + y)n J ~~~~~~~n n 
Y S + n_____ (X + y) n 

J dsfj: (s + t)n-2dt =f (s+Y) ds n(n -1)' 

it follows that 

iJ0n(x y)= F (3 ++ )= 3M)n(X+y) 
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so that (6) is true for every value of n. We conclude from (6) that in the 
rectangle (a, b) 

(x, ~) _ cF (3M)n(a + b)n 

so that the series (4) is uniformly convergent in (a, b). Making X = 1, 
we obtain a solution of (1) which is bounded in (a, b). 

2. To prove the uniqueness of this bounded solution sp(x, y), suppose 
(p1(x, y) to be another. The difference u(x, y) -p=(x, y) - Op(x, y) is 
then also bounded in the rectangle (a, b): 

(7) 1 u(x, y) I < uA, 

and satisfies the integral equation rx z~~~~~~~~~y 
u(x, y) = fA(x, y, s)u(s, y)ds + B(x, y, t)u(x, t)dt 

(8) 

+J'ds j C(x, y, s, t)u(s, t)dt. 
Consequently 

u(x, y) | _,uM fds + ,uM dt + ,jM2 dsfdt=,u(Mx+My+M2xy) U ~ (x' Y) jm 
0 

-,u(Mx + My + M2ay) j ,u(M + M2a)(x + y), 

or writing K = M + M2a, so that K > M, 

u(x, y) AK(x+ y) A 3-K(x + y) 

so that the relation 

(9) I U(x' y) 
A 

c j (3K)m(x + y)m 

holds for m = 0 and m = 1. Suppose this relation to be true for m !n -1, 
we obtain from (8), using (9) with m = n - 1 in the single and m = n -2 
in the double integral, 

u .x) M . (3K)n-l(x + y)n +M .(3K)n-l(x + y)n 
IU(X y)l A n! r; 

+ M2* (3K) n-2(x + y)n] 
n! 

or, since M < K, 

lu(x, y) . (3K)n(X + y)nf pu(3K)n(a + b)n 
n! n 

for every n. Increasing n indefinitely, it follows that u(x, y) = 0 or 
(pi(x, y) = (p(x, y) in the rectangle (a, b). 
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3. As an application consider the partial differential equation 

A(0 yn= Zs Amv (x, y) xmryv + Z A(x n y( Y) dayn 

(10) 
V04X4Y AOa 

rn-]I -iA+V 

+ ZE A (X, y) jxygyv + A (x, y), 

where all the coefficients are bounded and have their discontinuities 
regularly distributed in the rectangle (a, b). We shall prove that this 
equation has one and only one solution z(x, y), which, together with all its 
derivatives occurring in (10), is bounded in the rectangle (a, b) and 
satisfies the boundary conditions 

dxie YIA (Y) I ('U 0,1 I m1 or=,Iccb 
(11) 

aYV X^() VW (v 0,1I ,n- for y= 0, 0 x a, 

where the Y: s and their derivatives up to the order n, as well as the 
X: s and their derivatives up to the order m, are continuous and satisfy 
the conditions* 

(12) - dX() dx dyV ( '\=01, * fr -l ) = 0 

Let z(x, y) be any function satisfying the boundary conditions (11) and 
(12), and write 
(13) ()~~~~m+nZ(X, y) (13) 8't~axm ayn = <(x, y). 

Then the following formulas are readily proved by complete induction: 
am+vz fl-I-v dmXV+,(X) ye Y" (Y - t)n--V 

axmay= - t) (n- 1 -v) 

m+nz M'-, dnY,,+(y) +J (x S)m-1-M d 

a dy a l 

(14) 3 V rn-I-F d Y+a(Y) E dfXl+d (x) Y, - _ E c. Y 
ax Ayv E0 dyv S! + =0 dg '!=0 , =0 c!,! 

+ F ds n c(s, t) (X S)m-1-A (y- t)1--v dt. 

Substituting these values of the derivatives in the equation (10), it is seen 
immediately that we obtain an integral equation of the form (1), which 
has a unique bounded solution sp(x, y) and consequently (14) gives, 
making A = v = 0, a unique solution of (10) with the required properties. 

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY. 

* For the ordinary treatment of this problem, see for instance Note I (by Picard) in vol. 4 
of Darboux's Theorie des Surfaces. 
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